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About this paper
A Black & White paper is a study based on primary research survey data 
that assesses the market dynamics of a key enterprise technology segment 
through the lens of the “on the ground” experience and opinions of real 
practitioners — what they are doing, and why they are doing it.
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Introduction
When Isaac Asimov wrote that entropy must increase to the maximum, he likely didn’t have the 
complexity of corporate IT environments in mind. However, the fact remains that we continue to see 
increasingly complex business environments and network architectures evolving alongside a more 
sophisticated threat landscape. All of this magnifies the challenge for security practitioners tasked 
with defending the organization by reducing their level of visibility into the enterprise’s security 
posture. For the purposes of this report, we define visibility as how much insight an organization’s 
teams have into the activities of its IT assets and users, as well as the infrastructure in place to detect 
and respond to security incidents in a timely manner. 

Technological innovation is partly to blame for this situation. The adoption of disruptive technologies 
like cloud computing and hybrid IT have moved sensitive data beyond the enterprise’s corporate 
network, requiring new access models and data security considerations as the traditional network 
perimeter deteriorates. The growth of unmanaged internet of things (IoT) devices in enterprise 
networks exacerbates matters by expanding the attack surface with a class of endpoints that 
largely lack proper security controls. What’s more, as enterprises continue on the path of digital 
transformation, they have also increasingly relied on third-party technology platforms that may be 
using vulnerable software or hardware components. This is all without mentioning the potential 
impact of emerging technologies such as serverless computing and a shift toward containerization 
and microservices architectures, any one of which could greatly impact the complexity of enterprise 
IT environments.

Technological innovation is not the only factor contributing to this growing complexity. Merger and 
acquisition activity can also have a sizable impact on enterprise networks as companies are forced to 
integrate disparate legacy systems under a single roof. This process is a major contributor to the rise 
of ‘shadow IT’ that is largely invisible to enterprise IT and security teams because some assets were 
never documented during integration and accidentally left running unchecked on the network. The 
threat landscape has also become more sophisticated due to the prevalence of well-funded hackers 
including state-sponsored groups, hacktivists and criminal organizations. At the same time, the 
barriers to entry have also been reduced for attackers – script kiddies with minimal experience are 
routinely able to download exploits written by more skilled attackers to take advantage of known 
vulnerabilities, the lowest-hanging fruit in many organizations. 

While this is by no means an exhaustive list, all of the complexity generated by technological 
innovations such as cloud and IoT and the integration challenges associated with M&A activity 
exacerbate an organization’s inability to fully understand its security posture. This lack of visibility 
puts enterprise blue teams on the back foot as they work to deal with emergent threats. This is to 
say nothing of the challenge of maintaining full visibility and measuring the effectiveness of existing 
security tools and processes on a continuous basis as the IT environment evolves. In this paper, we 
explore the challenges inherent in managing the security model, examine the tools and processes 
currently used by security teams to maintain visibility and improve the security posture, and evaluate 
the impact that visibility (or a lack thereof ) can have on both security and business operations. 
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Key Findings
• Slightly more than a quarter (28%) of respondents cited an inability to integrate security products as 

a pain point in security operations, making it the top pain point identified.

• The rapid pace of technological innovation has made it difficult for enterprises to maintain relevant 
skill sets among their employees because the skills required change faster than companies are able 
to provide training.

• More than three-quarters (80%) of enterprises that have switched managed service providers or are 
planning to switch said issues with scalability, managing alerts, or the complexity of the network 
architecture played a role in the decision to switch.

• Our survey found that enterprise SIEMs are only ingesting logs from about 45% of their 
organization’s log-producing systems, leaving the company blind to the activities of more than half 
of its IT assets.

• Alert fatigue is overwhelming security teams. Our survey found that 43% of enterprises are unable 
to act on at least 25% of the alerts generated by their security products. In a separate question, 
49% stated that their SIEM, endpoint detection and response and other data-capture systems were 
overwhelming their security operations capacity. An inability to deal with alerts in a timely manner 
reduces visibility into the organization’s current security posture. 

Methodology and Demographics

To gather relevant data for this report, we surveyed a representative sample of 150 large enterprises 
across a range of industries in North America. All of the survey respondents are senior security 
leaders in their organizations and as such, possess intimate knowledge of their security operations’ 
technologies and processes. In addition, this report leverages insights gained from in-depth interviews 
with senior security practitioners to gain a more qualitative understanding of the challenges facing 
enterprise teams, their most tangible pain points in security management and the effectiveness of 
their people, processes and technology in protecting the business from threats. 
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Figure 1: Familiarity with IT security operations
Source: 451 Research/ReliaQuest IT Security Study, 2019
Q: Please rate your familiarity with information security operations (secops) at your organization, using a 1-5 scale where 1 is ‘Not at  all 

Familiar’ and 5 is ‘Extremely Familiar’:

Figure 2: Respondent industry mix
Source: 451 Research/ReliaQuest IT Security Study, 2019
Q: Which of the following best describes your organization’s industry?
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Challenges in Security Management
We asked respondents about the top pain points they experience in managing security operations, 
and the top three responses were an inability to get security products to integrate (28%), governance, 
risk and compliance (25.3%), and extending security controls and tools to a hybrid or multi-cloud 
environment (24%). The remainder of the pain points identified by the survey are shown below in 
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Top IT security operations pain points
Source: 451 Research/ReliaQuest IT Security Study, 2019
Q: What are your organization’s top three pain points around security operations?

The fact that integrating security products was listed as the top pain point shouldn’t come as too 
much of a surprise. Integrating products into a unified security architecture is an instrumental aspect 
of gaining visibility across the entire IT environment and effectively detecting and defending against 
attacks. The data generated by various security products, such as security information and event 
management (SIEM), endpoint detection and response (EDR) and user behavior analytics (UBA) can 
be correlated to provide more context into specific events and inform security practitioners about the 
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overall health of the IT environment. The problem is that integrating security technologies is a difficult 
task when those integrations have not been pre-built by the vendor. A failure to integrate, however, 
drastically reduces visibility across the environment and wastes time and manpower maintaining 
disparate tools rather than consolidating insights from multiple sources into a single pane of glass. 

The fact that governance, risk and compliance made the top three pain points is somewhat interesting 
and points more to a consequence of poor visibility than a cause of it (compared to challenges 
integrating security products, which leads to poor visibility). Without visibility into which assets are 
active in the environment and the security controls present on them, minimizing risk and remaining 
compliant with applicable regulations and standards is a tall order. What’s more, as new technologies 
emerge and are deployed in enterprise environments, security teams struggle to define the proper 
security controls that should be present to minimize risk. This challenge was highlighted in one of the 
in-depth interviews we conducted with a manager responsible for security operations at a financial 
services organization. When asked about pain points, the manager cited the evolving technology 
landscape as a concern, elaborating that:

“WHEN A NEW TECHNOLOGY ARRIVES IN THE MARKET, WE UTILIZE IT IN OUR ORGANIZATION 
TO IMPROVE OUR EFFICIENCY AND MAKE OUR WORK EASIER WHILE ALSO MAINTAINING 
ACCURACY. BUT WITH THE NEW TECHNOLOGY INTRODUCED, WE ARE NOT ALWAYS SURE OF 
THE SECURITY MEASURES THAT WE TAKE WITH IT.  WE HAVE TO MAKE SEVERAL EFFORTS 
TO COME UP WITH THE BEST SECURITY METHODOLOGIES,  AND THEY MAY NOT BE 100% 
EFFECTIVE.  WE NEED TIME TO INTRODUCE NEW TOOLS AND PROVIDE TRAINING TO OUR 
RESOURCES TO WORK ON THAT TECHNOLOGY TO ENSURE SECURITY.” 

- M A N AG E R  R ES P O N S I B L E  FO R  S EC U R I T Y  O P E RAT I O N S,  F I N A N C I A L  S E RV I C ES

The challenge of extending security controls to multi-cloud and hybrid environments is not exactly 
new – this has been a concern since cloud computing was introduced. That it persists as one of the 
top pain points in security management demonstrates just how challenging of a problem it is to solve, 
especially as enterprises offload a greater share of their computing and storage requirements to cloud 
providers. Without extending sufficient security controls to multi-cloud and hybrid environments in a 
unified manner, security operations teams will be forced to treat each environment as a silo rather than 
the small piece of the overall IT environment that it is. 

While each of these pain points represents a unique challenge in its own right, together they reflect 
a deeper problem in security management, namely a lack of security expertise. Although this came 
in about the middle of the pack in the survey results – and a lack of security personnel was one of the 
lowest-rated pain points – we can see the impact of inexperienced security practitioners bleeding 
into the other responses. It is difficult to integrate security products, manage governance, risk and 
compliance, and extend security controls across the cloud in part because security operations teams 
lack the skills required to do so efficiently. This isn’t to say that security professionals are unskilled 
but, rather, that the pace of IT innovation exceeds the rate at which enterprises are able to train their 
employees to deal with new technologies, making it difficult to maintain a relevant skill set. In one of 
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the in-depth interviews we conducted with a manager responsible for security operations at a B2B 
software vendor, the interviewee noted that:

“KEEPING THE SKILL SET UPDATED WITH THE CURRENT EMERGING TRENDS AND 
TECHNOLOGIES IS YET ANOTHER PAIN POINT WITH RESPECT TO CURRENT SECURITY 
OPERATIONS. SO BASICALLY, IT IS THE LACK OF EXPERTISE AS IT IS VERY DIFFICULT TO 
PROVIDE TRAINING TO OUR STAFF ON EACH AND EVERY LATEST TECHNOLOGY AND TOOL 
WHEN THE TECHNOLOGY IS UPDATING AND CHANGING SO FAST. THIS INCREASES OUR 
WORKLOAD AS WE CANNOT REPLACE OR HIRE NEW RESOURCES WHO ARE EXPERT AT THAT 
BECAUSE IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO BRING NEW TECHNOLOGY EXPERTISE EACH AND EVERY TIME 
ACCORDING TO THE RAPID MARKET CHANGES.” 

- M A N AG E R  R ES P O N S I B L E  FO R  S EC U R I T Y  O P E RAT I O N S,  B 2 B  S O F T WA R E  V E N D O R

Given that the pace of IT innovation is far more likely to accelerate than decelerate, it is imperative 
that enterprises adopt a security model that relies less on the skills of their own employees to ward off 
attacks and secure their IT environment. 
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Evaluating the Current Toolset
Enterprises have adopted several technologies and services to help deal with the previously 
mentioned challenges in managing their security model. To that end, we examine how effective the 
most commonly deployed security tools have been at extending visibility into an enterprise’s security 
posture, detecting and preventing threats, and simplifying the security management process for 
enterprise teams. These include technologies delivered by a managed security service provider (MSSP), 
SIEM platforms and EDR offerings. Figure 4 illustrates the current implementation status of these three 
technologies across the enterprise.

Figure 4: Implementation status of IT security technologies
Source: 451 Research/ReliaQuest IT Security Study, 2019
Q: For the following information security technologies, please indicate your status of implementation

What is immediately apparent is that MSSP and SIEM have a roughly equal share of current and 
planned deployments. EDR, on the other hand, is a relatively new security technology, which is 
reflected in the figure: only 32% of enterprises are currently using an EDR offering, but an additional 
30% are running pilots of the technology. This expected growth of deployments coming from pilots is 
likely in part because EDR is increasingly bundled as part of an overall endpoint security offering.

Diving deeper into MSSPs, our survey found that data loss prevention, cloud platform security 
management, firewall maintenance, email security and intrusion detection systems are the top five 
services that enterprises use from MSSPs. What’s interesting to note is that, aside from cloud platform 
security management, these are mature security technologies. While still necessary for maintaining 
a good security posture, they are far from the types of technologies that will help enterprises bridge 
the gaps in their current visibility or improve the effectiveness of their teams. Services that will help 
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bridge gaps – behavioral analytics/anomaly detection, threat hunting, incident response and security 
automation and orchestration – are being used by a much smaller share of enterprises. This is partly 
because these are slightly more nascent security markets, so we might begin to see their share of 
MSSP services grow in the coming years. Another interesting point to note is that 47% of enterprises 
reported using more than one MSSP.

More important than which MSSP services organizations are using, however, is how effective those 
services are. When asked about this, 60% of enterprise respondents reported that services provided by 
their MSSP are mostly effective, and an additional 23% said they are absolutely effective. However, data 
on switching MSSPs tells a slightly different story. Our survey found that only 29% of enterprises had 
no plans to switch providers, while 23% had switched in the last year, an additional 26% had switched 
sometime in the last three years, and 21% said they plan to switch within the next year. 

Figure 5: Plans to and reasons for switching MSSPs
Source: 451 Research/ReliaQuest IT Security Study, 2019
   
    Q: Have you ever switched MSSP? 

Digging into the reasons for switching, 80% of respondents indicated that scalability issues, an 
inability to handle the volume of alerts generated or too much complexity in the network architecture 
contributed to the enterprise’s decision to change providers. When enterprises search for a third-party 
service provider, such as an MSSP, they are likely looking for a company capable of mitigating all of the 
pain points of their security model. This includes managing the full lifecycle of alerts – alert creation, 
the analysis required to make that alert actionable, and ultimately executing on the alert.
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Visibility and Its Impact on Operations
When it comes to gauging enterprise teams’ visibility into the IT environment, it is important to note 
that not all visibility is created equal. Broadly, there are two classes of data that provide insights into 
the IT environment’s security posture – actionable data, which is used for correlation with other 
datasets to detect threat activity or identify high-priority vulnerabilities (among other purposes), and 
non-actionable data, which isn’t used for correlation but is still valuable for investigations and forensic 
analysis of past security events. Both forms of data are instrumental in improving visibility into the IT 
environment; being able to tell the difference between the two and use each type of data to its fullest 
potential requires an intimate knowledge of security processes that, based on data about switching 
MSSPs, even most providers are unable to deliver. 

While the visibility created by the current toolset is critical to detecting threats and responding to 
incidents, a failure to manage alerts properly can lead to alert overload. Alert fatigue is a serious 
concern among enterprises because their security products generate alerts that they either lack the 
skills or tools to act on in an efficient manner. In fact, the overwhelming majority of respondents said 
they are unable to respond to at least some portion of the alerts received on a daily basis, as shown 
below in Figure 6, with 43% of enterprises unable to respond to at least 25% of the alerts generated. 
In a separate question, an additional 49% of enterprises surveyed indicated that their SIEM and 
EDR investments overwhelm their security operations capacity. This data is further backed up by an 
interview we conducted with the manager responsible for security operations for a North American 
telecommunications provider. When asked to describe a major pain point in the company’s security 
operations practice, the manager replied:

“THE VOLUME OF THE ALERTS THAT ARE GENERATED IS SO HUGE IN NUMBER THAT IT IS 
ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE FOR OUR SECURITY OPERATIONS TEAM TO INVESTIGATE ALL OF THESE 
ALERTS. IT IS DIFFICULT TO IDENTIFY WHICH ALERTS ARE REAL AND WHICH ARE REDUNDANT 
OR FALSE-POSITIVES. IN SPITE OF USING AUTOMATION IN DETECTING THE REAL ALERTS, WE 
HAVE TO MANUALLY CHECK FOR THESE ALERTS. SO NOT ALL THE ALERTS ARE EXAMINED 
AND RESOLVED BY OUR SECURITY OPERATIONS TEAM. THIS TURNS OUT TO BE MAJOR 
ADVANTAGE FOR THE INTRUDERS THROUGH WHICH THEY CAN MAKE ATTEMPTS TO BREAK 
INTO OUR SYSTEM, RESULTING IN DATA THEFT AND DATA BREACH. SO, WE CAN SAY THAT 
THE ALERT VOLUMES ARE A REAL PAIN POINT IN OUR CURRENT SECURITY OPERATIONS 
PRACTICES.” 

- M A N AG E R  R ES P O N S I B L E  FO R  S EC U R I T Y  O P E RAT I O N S,  T E L ECO M

This inability to investigate all of an enterprise’s alerts can lead to threats slipping through the cracks 
and going unnoticed in the environment long enough for attackers to complete their objective. 
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Figure 6: Impact of alert overload on security operations
Source: 451 Research/ReliaQuest IT Security Study, 2019
Q: What percentage of alerts is your security operations team unable to act upon on a daily basis due to alert overload or resource constraints?

There is also the question of whether the organization’s security products are able to ingest all of the 
information that could be relevant for security operations. Our survey found that 55% of enterprises 
believe that their SIEM is unable to efficiently ingest some logs that would be valuable for security 
operations. Furthermore, when asked what percentage of their organization’s log-producing systems 
the SIEM ingests logs from, the median reply was only 45%. This raises the question of exactly how 
these enterprises are able to protect themselves when they lack visibility into the activity of more than 
half of their IT assets. 

We note, however, that even if an organization’s SIEM were able to ingest logs from all of its log-
producing systems, this would still not be enough to ensure full visibility into the security posture. 
To achieve full visibility requires correlating data between multiple products. For example, an alert 
generated by the enterprise’s SIEM can be correlated with third-party threat intelligence to identify 
whether the alert is indicative of a known threat activity. From there, enterprises can search for 
assets vulnerable to that particular threat and assess the overall impact the attack would have on 
the business, and then begin the process of mitigating any damages and remediating the associated 
vulnerabilities.

A potential downside to increased coverage is an increase in the number of alerts generated, which 
could actually reduce visibility if the company does not have a security model in place that efficiently 
manages alerts throughout their lifecycle. Furthermore, we have already shown how difficult the 
integrations required for this type of automated security workflow are for today’s enterprise teams 
to perform on their own. The current lack of visibility into the IT environment combined with the 
impact that poor visibility can have on business operations only reinforces the need for enterprises 
to rethink the current security model and make the most efficient use of their people, processes and 
technologies when it comes to security management. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations
As we have already discussed, many of the current pain points in security management today stem 
from a lack of security expertise in the enterprise. This is especially true of the challenges inherent to 
integrating security products, managing governance, risk and compliance, and extending controls to 
the cloud. We have also established that while the current security management toolset has helped to 
improve visibility into the enterprise security posture, the tools are still far from perfect. SIEM and EDR 
offerings still threaten to overload security operations teams with alerts, and even MSSPs struggle to 
deal with alert fatigue and the scale and complexity of corporate IT environments. 

As enterprises continue to reassess their existing security processes, it is imperative that they identify 
providers with the skills and experience required to effectively manage their security model and 
address their most pressing pain points. This includes, for example, the ability to effectively integrate 
security products so that the data they generate is correlated and consolidated into contextual events 
rather than ambiguous alerts, and then manage those alerts throughout their lifecycle. This should help 
to reduce alert fatigue in security operations and improve the organization’s ability to maintain visibility 
into its security posture, a feat that has proven difficult for enterprises to accomplish on their own. 

Organizations should also assess whether the provider has a track record of defining the proper security 
controls required for emerging technologies. From the results of our survey, the most tangible example 
of the impact emerging technologies have on IT environments is an inability to extend security controls 
to multi-cloud environments. However, the pace of IT innovation means that enterprises need to be 
reasonably certain that their provider will be able to continue managing the complexity associated with 
future technological developments as well as the current pain points. After all, just because entropy 
must increase to the maximum does not mean the enterprise security model needs to follow suit. 

Unlike Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP) models, ReliaQuest doesn’t simply forward alerts or 
manage a point technology. ReliaQuest leverages proprietary technology, automation, and proven processes 
alongside your team to create elevated access and visibility across your security environment. ReliaQuest 
provides access to solutions that evolve with your environment, and access to an experienced team of 
professionals who become an extension of your team.
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